PLEASANT HILL CHAPEL GREEN POINT

Barr, John J  WWII
Collins, Dale W  WWII
Custer, Richard R  WWII
Ditzler, Clifford S.  WWII
Ditzler, Franklin C  Indian
Ditzler, Herbert E  WWII
Ditzler, Lloyd E.  WWII
Fake, Emanuel  Civil
Kindt, Harold L  WWII
Kindt, Raymond Arthur  WWII
Kohr, Edwin H  WWII
Kohr, Roy Calvin  WWII
Kreiser, Isaac Jr  Korea
Kreiser, Raymond M  WWII
Kreiser, David Grant  WWII
Lebo, Roy David  WWII
Light, Thomas E  WWII
Mease, David Grant  WWI
Mease, Edwin N  WWII
Mease, Elmer D  WWII
Miller, Frank Pierse Jr  Vietnam
Rupp, Arthur M  WWII
Rupp, Howard P.  WWII
Stager, Earl P  WWII
Sterner, John R  WWII
Sterner, Samuel Henry  WWII
Strubhar, George H  Korea
Summers, Hurbert  WWII
Swalm, George  Civil
Swalm, Mark Marshall  WWI
Thompson, William John  Korea
Wolfe, Harry F.  WWII
Wolfe, Jacob  WWI
Wolfe, Lester J  WWII
Wolfe, Warren A  WWII
Zechman, Josiah Albert  WWI